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The Tonga ‘under water volcanic
eruption’ is one of the largest in
the last 3 decades

V

olcanoes are common occurrences on the Earth’s surface. When
a volcano erupts underwater,
the lava comes out of the volcano and the water cools it very quickly
and then hardens it. Although infrequent,
violent volcanic eruptions can cause impulsive disturbances, which can displace
a great volume of water and generate
extremely destructive tsunami waves in
the immediate source area.
Hunga Tonga and Hunga Ha’apai are 2
submarine twin volcanoes. The volcano
rises around 2,000 m from the seafloor.
On 16 March 2009, a submarine eruption near Hunga Tonga–Hunga Haʻapai
began spewing steam, smoke, pumice,
In November–December 2014, volcanic
plumes and a series of earthquakes at
volcanoes occurred north of Tonga for
several weeks, indicating resumed volcanic activity in the area. On December
20 2021 and then on January 13 2022,
the volcano erupted again. An explosive
eruption on January 15, created visible
ash clouds. The eruption also generated
a tsunami that ravaged parts of the coastline and inundated some smaller islands.
While quite a few islands in the archipelago region are uninhabited, some of the
populated ones were heavily damaged
by the eruption of Hunga Tonga -Hunga
Haʻapai and the subsequent tsunami. The
eruption thrust ash 1,00,000 feet into the
sky (which is far in the stratosphere), and
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the effects were felt as far away as the
U.S. West Coast. In total, 53 detectors
around the planet, as far away as Antarctica, recorded the low-frequency boom
from the explosion as it travelled through
the atmosphere. It was the loudest event
the network had detected in more than
20 years of operation. The eruption
caused an oil spill near the La Pampilla
refinery along Peru’s coast, affecting a
38-km-stretch of the beach from Ventanilla to Peralvillo Beach in Chancay.
NASA’s James Garvin, the chief scientist
at the Goddard Space Flight Center, told
NPR the space agency estimated the blast
was around 500 times as powerful as
the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, Japan,
during World Word II. The Government
of Tonga and humanitarian partners
reported that the entire population of
Tonga (approximately 105,000 people)
have been impacted by the ash and the
tsunami. Removing the dust from homes,
roads and other infrastructure has become an immediate preoccupation for
thousands of community-minded Tongans.
There aren’t enough brooms- making this
simple tool an overlooked item in the
international relief effort. Fine ash can
cause short-term effects in healthy people
such as a runny nose and uncomfortable
breathing, and people already suffering
from respiratory diseases can be affected
very badly.
About three-quarters of Tonga’s exports

are agricultural products such as yams, vanilla beans and watermelons. Tonga is
reliant on trade, with countries such as New Zealand, Australia and Japan. The ashes are destroying the crops and the food production has decreased. If there’s rainfall that supports it, coupled with mixing this ash into the soil, they can have quite a
vibrant agricultural recovery
26 UN staff on the ground continue to support the Tongan Government’s recovery
efforts in-country, and UN teams across the Pacific region have mobilized immediate
relief supplies, including, crucially, access to clean water, access to communication
(internet and international phone lines, satellite phones), WASH (Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene) kits, and shelter. The Government of Tonga and humanitarian partners
(the Tongan Red Cross Societies, INGOs, donors and UN agencies) are carrying out
initial damage assessments and providing urgently needed humanitarian assistance
to people in need. The United Nations children’s agency prepared emergency supplies to fly into Tonga in coordination with Australia and New Zealand.
“We didn’t leave the mountain until Monday morning”. We came down to an island
that was completely wiped out. We bathed in the sea, looked for any remaining
clothes. At this point, we are just grateful to be alive.” Said a resident of Tonga.
Tonga is believed to be one of the strongest ever recorded, and future eruptions
could be possible, according to a Texas A&M University geophysicist. Countries are
helping Tonga as much as possible, we at least can ‘pray’ for their recovery of the
economy, good health of the residents and smiles at the children’s faces. Let’s hope
that we see a beautiful and happy “Tonga” soon!

-Jeeya
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Microsoft Buys Out Activision
Blizzard for 67.8 bn USD

M

icrosoft’s $68.7 billion deal to buy Activision Blizzard is a blockbuster
bid to transform the tech giant’s present and its future. If completed, it
would be Microsoft’s largest-ever deal and the biggest all-cash acquisition in history. For such a momentous deal, it came together relatively
quickly, we can report.
tech giant Microsoft announced its proposed purchase of gaming company Activision Blizzard for nearly $69 billion. The deal would
grant Microsoft ownership over globally-recognized franchises like Call of Duty, World of
Warcraft, and Candy Crush, to name a
few.
Vivendi originally owned Blizzard,
but Blizzard went on to form part
of the Activision brand and company name during the $18.9 billion
acquisition of Vivendi. The deal
would grant Microsoft ownership
over globally-recognized franchises
like Call of Duty, World of Warcraft,
and Candy Crush, to name a few. It
also creates a new division in the company, Microsoft Gaming, to be led by
the company’s head of its Xbox division,
Phil Spencer.
The deal is Microsoft’s largest acquisition in its 46year history, and the largest M&A deal in tech
history. The acquisition could face antitrust investigations, as lawmakers have pushed
to limit
the power of big tech.
Around 400 billion monthly active gaming users Activision will bring to Microsoft.
This was founded in 1979, Activision is home to some of the most popular game
franchises in the world, including Call of Duty, World of Warcraft, Candy Crush and
Guitar Hero.
Microsoft plans to keep making some of Activision’s games for PlayStation consoles
but will also keep some content exclusive to Xbox, a person familiar with the company’s thinking told Bloomberg News
Activision Chief Executive Officer Bobby Kotick will continue to serve in that role only
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until the deal closes, a person familiar
with the deal said. It’s unclear what position, if any, he would take afterwards.
Once the transaction is completed, the
Activision Blizzard business will report to
Phil Spencer, who was promoted along
with the deal to CEO of Microsoft Gaming.
This acquisition by Microsoft is yet another play by the tech giant to secure its
stake in the nascent Metaverse and bring
more intellectual property under the Xbox
and Game pass umbrella, said by industry experts. It is the biggest deal ever in
the world of gaming. When the transaction closes, Microsoft will become the
world’s third-largest gaming company by
revenue, behind Tencent and Sony. Microsoft says that they’ll buy Activision Blizzard in the form of cash and it is a huge
amount to buy in the way of cash. The
deal would grant Microsoft ownership
over globally recognised franchises like
Call Of Duty, Candy Crush and World of
Warcraft. Bobby Kotick will continue to
serve as CEO of Activision Blizzard, and
he and his team will maintain their focus
on driving efforts to further strengthen
the company’s culture and accelerate
business growth. Once the deal closes,
the Activision Blizzard business will report to Phil Spencer, CEO, Microsoft
Gaming. “Gaming is the most dynamic
and exciting category in entertainment
across all platforms today and will play a
key role in the development of metaverse
platforms.” “Players everywhere love
Activision Blizzard games, and we believe the creative teams have their best
work in front of them,” said Phil Spencer,
CEO, Microsoft Gaming. “Together we
will build a future where people can play

the games they want, virtually anywhere
they wish.
The deal is Microsoft’s largest acquisition in its 46-year history, and the largest
M&A deal in tech history. The acquisition
could face antitrust investigations, as lawmakers have pushed to limit the power of
big tech.

-Pratiksha, Yogita
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CES 2022- The most influential
tech expo: Highlights

C

ES is the most influential tech event in the world, it is a ground for global innovators. This is where the world’s biggest brands do business and meet new
partners, and the best innovators hit the stage. It is owned by the Consumer
Technology Association (CTA). It happens in January every year in Winsten,
Nevada.
CES showcases companies’ products including manufacturers, developers and suppliers of consumer technology hardware, content, technology delivery systems and
more, it also includes a conference program where the world’s business leaders and
pioneering thinkers address the industries with a solution for the most relevant issues.
YouTubers like Jerryrigeverything, what’s inside and others quoted “CES is an amazing place with a lot of new and weird tech items
from all around the world, ranging from a
car to a pen everything is reinvented here
to make it better and solve relevant issues” Dan Markham.
CES is also a place where small companies
can raise investments and have fundraisers
for their company, besides displaying their
products like LG, Samsung, Sony participate
in CES to display their products and get investments and increase the popularity of that.
Intel 12th Gen Alderlake Processors
Intel’s top tier 12th-generation desktop chips arrived late last year, creating huge
waves in the CPU space. Though still power-hungry compared to competing AMD
Ryzen processors, their combination of big performance cores (P-cores) and clusters
of small efficiency cores (E-cores) helped them shine under all kinds of workloads,
including games that favour fewer, faster cores and video encoding and rendering
tasks that benefit from every core you can throw at them. According to Intel, the
Alder Lake family will go by Alder Lake-S and Alder Lake-P processors. The Alder
Lake-S, the primary range, consists of all the desktop CPUs, ranging from the highend Core i9- 12900K to relatively low-powered units like the Core i5-12400(F).
With the new processors, Intel has also released a new range of CPU Coolers, the
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Intel Laminar. These coolers will come with all 65 W base power boxed Alder Lake
processors.
They have also tackled the software challenges for the release of Alder Lake CPUs
with the new Thread Director. Intel has worked with Microsoft to implement Thread
Director in Windows 11. To sum it all up, Alder Lake is the first of its kind and is literally a generational leap, and I think we might have a more powerful and jaw-dropping tech coming our way.
PlayStation VR2
Sony provided more details on PSVR 2, the company’s
upcoming next-gen headset at CES 2022. Though
we haven’t actually seen what the headset looks like
yet, we have got a better idea of what the successor
to PSVR will be capable of. The next-generation VR
headset from Sony will work exclusively with the PS5
and follow in the footsteps of the original PlayStation
VR, which launched back in 2016. It was revealed that
the new headset will feature a 4K resolution at 2,000
x 2040 per eye, set upon an OLED HDR panel at refresh
rates of 90Hz or 120Hz. Those are some impressive starter
specs, but with eye-tracking and haptic feedback also built-in, PSVR 2 is already
exciting fans. Using the headset’s new technology and the PlayStation VR2 Sense
controller’s haptic feedback and adaptive triggers, Sony believes it will be able to
offer “a heightened range of sensations unlike any other”, which sounds promising,
to say the least. The headset also includes inside-out tracking, which means PSVR 2
tracks you and your controller through integrated cameras embedded in the headset
itself. Your movements and the direction you look will be reflected in-game, without
the need for an external camera. Sony surprised many in 2016 when it launched the
PSVR for $400, which was nearly 50% less expensive than its competitor, the Oculus
Rift. Although there is no official announcement about the price, it’s more likely for
Sony to debut the PSVR 2 around the same price point as its nearest competitor, the
Oculus Quest 2, which sells for $300 and up. The new PSVR 2 is considered to be a
game-changer for VR and is expected to give a surreal experience to gamers.
ASUS ZenBook Fold
Asus Zenbook 17 Fold OLED foldable and Zenbook 14X OLED Space Edition laptops were unveiled at CES 2022. The Asus Zenbook 17 Fold OLED consists of a
large 17.3-inch display that can be folded to become a 12.5-inch display. Asus says
that the hinge has been tested for 30,000 cycles for durability. The machine is powered by up to 12th Gen Intel Core i7 U-series processor. The other offering from
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Asus is the Zenbook 14X OLED Space Edition launched to commemorate the 25th
anniversary of the first Asus laptop sent into space. It features a 3.5-inch secondary
display on the lid.
Asus Zenbook 17 Fold OLED UX9702 is a Windows 11 laptop with a
17.30-inch display that has a resolution of 5k. It is powered by a Core
i7 processor and it comes with 16GB of RAM. The Asus Zenbook 17
Fold OLED UX9702 packs 1TB of SSD storage.Connectivity options include Wi-Fi (6), Bluetooth and it comes with 2 USB ports, Thunderbolt
4 (Type C), headphones and Mic in one jack. Asus Zenbook 17 Fold
OLED is equipped with a foldable 17.3-inch OLED display with
2,560x1,920 pixel resolution, 500 nits of peak brightness
and a 0.2ms response time.
BMW iX Flow
BMW has unveiled the world’s first car that can change its colour at CES 2022 in
Las Vegas. The car’s body is laminated using an electrophoretic film which contains microcapsules the diameter of a human hair. Each capsule contains differently
charged white, black or coloured particles that become visible when an electric field
is applied. It can be controlled by a phone app, causing the car to take on a different shade or design, such as racing stripes. It is said that in the future, the changes
would also be controlled by a button on the car’s dashboard or maybe even by
hand gestures. Unlike many other digital screens, digital paper only uses power to
change colour, not to maintain it. This technology can be used by the vehicle owner
to change the colour of the car to White to reflect the sunlight and keep the interior cooler, therefore, reducing the pressure on the air-conditioning system. It also is
changed back to Black during the winter season to help the interior absorb heat and
therefore remain relatively warmer. Though the vehicle displayed at CES could only
alternate between grey and white, the technology will be expanded to cover a spectrum of colours, according to BMW. Although BMW has not
yet announced plans to integrate the technology
into its actual fleet, the carmaker is currently
working on adapting it for different parts of
the car, including the interior.

- Bathrinath, Jai Nahar

Mental Health Awarness

M

ental Health includes everything starting from our physical health to
mental health. A person who is free from illness, free from injury and
free from pain in both mind and body is considered healthy. One may
have a healthy body, but their mind might be sick. According to WHO,
there is no single ‘official’ definition of mental health. Mental health refers to a person’s psychological, emotional, and social well-being; it influences what they feel
and how they think, and behave.
Mental fitness implies a state of psychological well-being. It denotes having a positive sense of how we feel, thinks, and act, which improves one’s ability to enjoy life.
It contributes to one’s inner ability to be self-determined. It is a proactive, positive
term and forsakes negative thoughts that may come to mind.
The way we physically fall sick, we can also fall sick mentally. Mental illness is the instability of one’s health, which includes changes in emotion, thinking, and behaviour.
Mental illness can be caused due to stress or reaction to a certain incident. It could
also arise due to genetic factors, biochemical imbalances, child abuse or trauma, social disadvantage, poor physical health condition, etc. Mental illness is curable. One
can seek help from the experts in this particular area or can overcome this illness by
positive thinking and changing their lifestyle.
It’s noticeable when you’re quickly irritated by minor events or statements, become
offended, and argue with your family or friends. It occurs as a result of a build-up of
internal irritation. A sense of alienation from your loved ones might have a negative
influence on your mental health. It makes you feel lonely and might even put you in
a state of despair. You can prevent mental illness by taking care of yourself like calming your mind by listening to soft music, being more social, setting realistic goals for
yourself, and taking care of your body.
The mind is one of the most powerful organs in the body, regulating the functioning
of all other organs. When our minds are unstable, they affect the whole functioning
of our bodies. Being both physically and emotionally fit is the key to success in all
aspects of life.
None of us is superhuman. We all sometimes get tired or overwhelmed by how we
feel or when things don’t go to plan.
If things are getting too much for you and you feel you can’t cope, ask for help. Your
family or friends may be able to offer practical help or a listening ear.
You never know what someone is going through so, make someone smile today.

-Akshaya
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Everything we know about
the Moon Knight yet!

T

The Teen Binge List

old him I don’t wear white to hide. I wear it so they’ll see the white, it doesn’t
matter how good a target I am. Their hands shake so bad, they couldn’t hit the
moon”. 			
-Moon knight

Marc spectator is better known as the vigilante Moon knight. Marc
spectator was born in the united states, the son of a rabbi who as a child had managed to escape Nazi prosecution after Hitler invaded Czechoslovakia. Marc
grew up on the poor side of Chicago, where his
father Elias was the target of discrimination; Marc
couldn’t understand why his father would never
fight back against persecution. Once a mercenary, Marc was left for dead in the desert,
where he was revived by the moon god Khonshu. Appointed as Khonshu’s fist and high
priest, Moon knight enacts justice to protect
those who travel at night. Moon knight also
has dissociative identity disorder, some of
their alters being mercenary Marc spectator, millionaire Steven Grant and cab driver
Jake Lockley. At the beginning of Marc’s carrier, he fought crimes on the streets with the help of
a network of informants, including his bestie “Frenchie”
Duchamp, the homeless Bertrand Crawley and diner wine gena
landers. Since the early days, Marc has been a member of a
few superhero teams but mostly he worked alone. He has
been a member of the West Coast Avengers, the secret
avengers and the heroes of fire. Recently he discovered that
he had a daughter named Diatrice with his long time lover Marlene Alraune, but
when Khonshu sensed Mephisto’s plans for world domination, he left her to
fight by his god’s side and prevent that from coming true. When Khonshu succumbed to madness, however, Marc had to turn against him and help the Avengers defeat him. Following Khonshu’s imprisonment, Spector established the midnight
mission to offer his help to any night dweller who might need his assistance.

-Mahak

L

ocked at home again huh? Watched all the Netflix series, Money Heist, Squid
Games? What now? The world is gonna end? No, I am just kidding. Bored out of my mind, I tried watching all the good tv
shows that were all amazing. Let’s switch channels to “The
Teen Binge List”
Young Sheldon:
A young scientist, a prodigy. If you love science,
you will love Sheldon Cooper from texas, I mean
who would even go to college at 11 years? In my
opinion, this series is one of the best shows I
have ever watched. It is still going on, 5 seasons
of ultimate coolness, is a must-watch series. It is available on
Amazon Prime.

The Amazing World Of Gumball:
It is about 5 seasons of just pure animation, all the
characters in the amazing world of gumball are amazing,
Darwin and Gumball are brothers for life and they go on
epic adventures. Will you be part of the trio? It is a must-watch
series in my opinion. This series is available on Netflix.
The Marvel Series:
Love marvel? Saw all the movies and think there is nothing more to watch? No,
Marvel has made about 4 web series to watch just for you! They are “Hawkeye”,
“Captain America and The Winter Soldier ”, “Loki” and my favourite “Wanda Vision” Marvel also made some animated series. My favourite
series was “What If” and I highly recommend watching this if
you love marvel. All of these are available in disney+
The Star Wars Saga:
If you have watched Star Wars, you might like these. How
would you like 9 seasons of just pure star wars, this series took
me a long time to binge-watch, the series is called as “Clone
wars” and I also liked “Rebels” if you like lego, I would highly
suggest “Droid tales” I loved those 10-minute cute episodes of
walking lego!

-Sriniketan
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The history of Tesla: An
Automobile Revolution

T

he company was founded in 2003
by two Silicon Valley engineers
Martin Eberhard and Marc Tarpenning, who “wanted to prove that
electric cars could be better than gasoline-powered cars.The seeds of the company go back to 1990 when Tarpenning
met Eberhard, then an engineer at Wyse
Technology, and they became good
friends. The two had much in common
including a passion for starting companies, and they soon launched companies
including NuvoMedia, which released
the Rocket eBook in 1998.A passion for
autos started soon after Eberhard went
through a divorce and decided to buy a
sports car. He considered entering the
electric car industry after investing in a
boutique electric automaker named AC
PropulsionIn 2001, Eberhard and Tarpenning met Elon Musk after hearing him
speak at a Mars Society talk at Stanford
University. At that time, Musk already
had a portfolio of successful startups.
In 1998, Musk, Peter Thiel, and Max
Levchin co-founded the online payment
system PayPal, which they then sold to
eBay in 2002. Impressively, Musk made
$165 million in stocks from the sale.10
Soon after, Musk launched Space X, a
company that designs, manufactures, and
launches advanced rockets and spacecraft.
Tesla was officially incorporated in 2003
with the goal of inventing an electric
car that was powerful, beautiful, and
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with zero emissions. Other
co-founders were JB
Straubel—the company’s chief technology officer (CTO) until
2019—and Ian Wright,
who left Tesla in 2004.
Wright
later founded the electric vehicle powertrain company Wrightspeed.1112
In 2004, the company’s co-founders went
through initial rounds of investing with
venture capital firms.Elon Musk led the
initial round of funding and soon joined
as the head of the board of directors.
The company’s investors included friends,
family, and a litany of VC firms, including
Valor Equity Partners.has become the
face of Tesla and is often mistaken as the
company’s founder.
A little bit about Elon.
Elon Musk is a South African-born, Canadian-American
who was trained
as an engineer.
He
earned a dual bachelor
of science degree in Physics and Economics from the University of Pennsylvania.
That said, he is an entrepreneur and
inventor at heart. In 1995, Musk enrolled
in Stanford’s Applied Physics Ph.D. program but dropped out to focus on his
business efforts in the renewable energy
and outer space arena.Soon after, he
launched several small successful com-

panies, including the online publishing company Zip. From that sale, Musk started
X.com, an online bank that was acquired by Cofinity.
Tesla Motors: The Early Years
From 2004 to 2008, Tesla grew substantially and developed its first automobile, The
Roadster.9 The company opened its manufacturing plant in Fremont, CA, a 5.5 million square-feet factory that was previously owned by Toyota and General Motors.16 The factory is known as Nummi, which includes
two paint facilities and 1.5 miles of assembly lines.17
In 2008, Musk became the company’s CEO and product architect,
positions he still holds as of January 2022. That same year, Tesla released
its first automobile, the Roadster sports car. The Executive Summary for
The Roadster reveals that the company has always been focused on the mechanics
of the car as much as the design. After that , Tesla went on to build 2,500 Roadsters before production ended in 2011 and the company shifted focused to the Model S sedan. But Eberhard and Tarpenning would leave the company before the Model S‘ s launch.
Tesla now
Tesla, as part of its secret to success, continues to focus on creating electric cars and
making electric vehicle (EV) powertrain systems and components. The company has
a network of 438 stores and galleries, 100 service centers, and more than 30,000
Superchargers (charging portals) in over 3,100 locations.One of the company’s
trademarks is to focus on one product at a time. And while Tesla continues making
the Model S, it is rolling out new models to expand its customer base. Other models
include the less expensive Model 3 sedan, the SUV-style Model X, and the crossover
of Model 3 and Model X the Model Y.

-Jai Nahar
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Freddie Mercury’s struggle
to success

W

ho was Freddie Mercury?

Freddie Mercury was a British singer, songwriter, record producer,
lead singer of the band
Queen and a vocalist. Mercury was
one of the most confident people
in the music industry. His original
name was Farrokh Bulsara. He
lived in Zanzibar [now Tanzania].
His early life
He was born to Parsi parents. Freddie’s early hobby was to pick up records and start singing them,
as a result broadening his musical tastes from a very
early age. Mercury also enjoyed performing in front of
others. His mother also recalled how every time there
was a party he would pick up the microphone and start
singing. His principal had also stated that he was really
good at sports, arts and music. From the age of seven, he took
piano lessons.
Mercury had been born a British citizen. Lots of western music and
pop and fashion magazines also came. As he was born in a Parsi
family there were many rules to be followed but leaving behind all
those rules he wanted to achieve his dreams. Even his father was
sometimes against singing due to all the rules they had to
follow.
His fight for success
He was interested in music from an early
age, he formed a band there in which
he played the piano. When Zanzibar became part of the independent country of Tanzania. Due
to the war in Zanzibar, he moved with his family to England. He later studied in the
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School of Arts and Technical College and
graduated soon.
Influenced by the hard-edged bluesbased style of rock acts such as Cream
and Jimi Hendrix, he began singing with
bands in London. He also became friends
with guitarist Brian May and drummer
Roger Taylor of the band Smile, and
in 1970 when Smile’s lead singer quit,
Freddie replaced him. He soon changed
the group’s name to Queen. Bassist John
Deacon joined the following year.
As a part of elements of both heavy
metal and glam rock, the
band debuted on record with
Queen(1973) which was followed
by Queen 2(1974). Despite an
impressive blend of majestic vocal
harmonies and layered virtuosic guitar work, Queen initially failed to attract much notice beyond the United
Kingdoms. The album Sheer
Heart Attack, however, became so popular internationally,
and A Night at the
Opera sold even
better.

complete and record, and its accompanying promotional film helped the music
industry recognise its future in video.
Spectacular
success followed in 1977 with “ We are
the champions’’ and “We will rock you”which became so popular and being
heard by everyone in Britain and the
United States.
By the early
1980s, Queen had become so popular
and was drawing everyone’s attention for
its fabulous stage performance.
In 1991 he announced that he had been
diagnosed with AIDS. he died a day later
from complications related to the disease.
Until shortly before his death he continued to record with Queen, and he was
lastly featured on the band’s final album,
Made in Heaven. His time with Queen
was dramatised in the blockbuster film
“Bohemian Rhapsody”. This movie was
made to present Mercury’s complicated
life.

-Piyanshi

The band’s ambitious approach to
both songwriting and
studio production
was typical of the latter album’s mock-operatic single “Bohemian
Rhapsody,” one of
a number of Queen
compositions written
officially by mercury. The song
spent nine weeks to
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Stuff to do when you’re
bored at home

Hilarious Jokes to tickle
your ribs!

W

hen all of us have, finished watching the best movies, looking at
the same walls we’ve been looking at for days, done scrolling down in
instagram, potentially alone and find ourself between couch and
walls and realizing that they have turned as our BFFs. That’s when it
comes knocking into our life- “Boredom”. Well, don’t worry boredom
is a state of mind, and we want to break you out of it. So here are
some ways you can kill boredom and also improve some skills:

1.

The lord told to John “Come forth and you shall receive eternal life”.
But John came fifth and got a toaster instead.

2.

Parallel lines have so much in common. It’s a shame they never get to meet.

3.

People only call me ugly until they find out how much money I make.
Then they call me ugly and poor.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Try a DIY from Pinterest
Create alphabets in your own sign language
Teach your pet new tricks
Get your hands in gardening
Learn a new language
Write your own biography
Recreate the lyrics of your favorite song
> Write a letter to your sibling
> Go through your closet and make new outfits
> Bake cookies
> Write your name in different fonts
> Watch a sports game
> Work on your wish list
> Draw cartoon faces of your family and friends
> Do skipping
> Read a mystery novel
> Doodle your thoughts
> Write a short story beginning with, “I was eating my breakfast, and suddenly”
> Start watching series from the binge watch list
> Write about yourself
> Do something special for your parents

4.

Working in a mirror factory is something I can see myself doing.

5.

My younger sister called me immature. So I told her to get out of my cardboard fort.

6.

I broke my right wrist last week. But on the other hand I’m okay.

7.

You are not completely useless. You can always be used as a bad
example.

8.

Why do cows wear bells? Because their horns don’t work.

9.

What is green, fuzzy and would probably kill you if it fellfrom a tree?
A pool table.

-Jeeya

10.

What is the difference between a well dressed man on a bike and a poorly
dressed man on a unicycle?
A-ttire

-Keeyoshika
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Mind-Bending
Mysteries to Solve

Answers to Puzzles in 1.1

1. Amy and Chris have a little son called Noah on Saturday they went out to dinner
and left Noah at home when they returned the little boy was gone the
alarmed parents called the police the detective questioned everyone in the house the babysitter said she had been preparing Noah’s school bag for the next day the maid said she had spent the
day cleaning the bathrooms the chef said he had been preparing
breakfast for the next day and hadn’t heard anything the police
immediately knew who was lying Can you figure it out?

2. Sam Princeton is so unhappy with his life so frustrated with his

boss picking at him and so angry with himself for being too weak to leave his job
and start a new life that he shoots himself right between his
eyes in the bathroom the bullets are real the revolver is
real as well, however in just a second sam goes out of
the bathroom alive and unharmed how is it possible

3. A blind man had been dreaming of being able to
see again for many years this had been his biggest wish after some time
his doctor confirmed that he could have an operation that would solve his
problem the man couldn’t be happier the surgery went well and the man
took the train to go home the doctor allowed him to take his bandages off three
hours after the Operation so the man was so impatient that he did this while still on
the train but as soon as he finished he committed a suicide jumping off the train his operation was successful so why did he do
this?

1. Andy has to use the shovel to create a pile of dirt under the window so he can
climb up onto it and escape from the cell.

2.

Juliet is the killer. She committed this murder so that she can meet that stranger
handsome person.

3. The poison is in the water.
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Spider-Man: No Way
Home Movie Review

T

he Spider-Man: No Way Home movie is one of the greatest movies made by
Marvel. If you have seen the movie, You must know that it touches on various topics mentioned in the marvel universe, for example, it shows us the
much-awaited Multi-Verse concept and blends the Sony Spider-Men seamlessly
with the Marvel universe. The starring actors in this movie are
Tom Holland, Tobey Maguire and Andrew Garfield. The other
two actors have played the lead character in the two other
Sony universes. The concept of a Multi-Verse has already been introduced to us in the awesome movie,
Spider-Man: Into The Spider-Verse with a bunch of
different Spideys. There is also the fact that most
of the Super-Villains from each universe have
also come into the movie. Another iconic part
of the movie is that there is a battle between Doctor Strange and
Spider-Man (Marvel).
(SPOILER ALERT) The basic story is that Spider-Man’s identity has
been revealed by Mysterio, as shown in the post-credits scene of Spider-Man: Far From Home and he
seeks help from Doctor Strange to undo this.
(NO MORE SPOILERS).
It is an amazing and satisfying experience to
watch the Spider-Man from our generation and
the Sony Spider-Men from our parent’s generation work
together in the same movie! The fights with 3 Spider-Men and
a bunch of Super-Villains of course are some of the most thrilling and coolest scenes. Not to mention the small heist between
Doctor Strange and Spidey. Also, Doctor Strange as a sort of mentor
for Peter provides some beautiful and heart-warming scenes. The VFX
is mind-blowing, the storyline is superb and the execution is flawless. Basically, if
you have not tried watching this movie you are missing out on so much. Spider-Man
No Way Home is an awesome movie, So if you seem to like it you should probably
watch it.

-Rohit
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Fun Animal Facts

E

very species of animal has something about them that makes them special,
whether that be a prehensile tail, the venom that can coagulate the victim’s
blood in seconds, or a tongue that can move faster than the
human eye can follow. As extraordinary as these characteristics are, some animals are especially so; with features that make
all others appear as little more than mundane quirks.
Female Lions Do 90 Per Cent Of The Hunting.
While male lions attract their fair share of attention thanks to
their impressive manes, it’s the female lions who do the bulk of
the work when it comes to feeding their families. “Lionesses, not
male lions, do the majority of hunting for their pride,” according to CBS News. “Lionesses hunt around 90 per cent
of the time, while the males protect their pride.”
Pigeons Can Do Math.
You might think of pigeons as not that smart. But it turns out, they’re actually quite intelligent. In fact, one 2011 study published in the journal Science
found that birds are capable of doing math at the same level as monkeys.
During the study, the pigeons were asked to compare nine images, each containing a different number of objects. The researchers found that the birds were able
to rank the images in order of how many objects they contained. Put simply, they learned that the birds could count!
Koalas Sleep Up To 22 Hours A Day.
If you thought your cat was sleepy, just wait until you hear
about koalas. According to the Australian Koala Foundation,
these cuties sleep between 18 and 22 hours a day. The koalas’ diets
require a lot of energy to digest, which is why they’ve got to nap so
much.
Dolphins Have Names For One Another.
You already know that dolphins are smart. But did you know that
they even have their own names? One 2013 study published
in PNAS found that bottlenose dolphins develop specific whistles for
one another.
Adult Cats Only Meow At Humans.
You probably know that cats love to talk to their humans. But did you
know you’re unlikely to see your feline friend interact the same way
with another cat? That’s because other than kittens meowing at their
mothers, cats don’t meow at other cats.

-Akshaya
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Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hollows: Book Review

Amazing Avengers Crossword

T

urning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a
badger and a snake surrounding a large
letter ‘H’.”
Harry Potter series are novels written by J K
Rowling. These books are multi-awarded and
they have been made into 8 blockbuster films. I
really enjoyed the book and every time Harry
Potter is in danger, the was suspense was killing
me. Have you ever imagined if you are in your
relatives’ home, but you think that an orphanage
would be better than there? And when you are
waiting to blow the invisible candles on the invisible cake at midnight for your birthday, somebody smashes the door and enters?
All of these happen to an eleven-year-old Harry
Potter- The boy who lived. When he was just an
infant, he defeated Voldemort, sorry, he defeated You Know Who (people do not speak his name). But I can speak his name and
so can you. So, Voldemort was the darkest wizard of that time and he was the reason Harry had no parents. But as Harry’s parents were a witch and a wizard, Harry became a wizard too. He went to Hogwarts, the school of magic and defeated
Voldemort for the second time, with his best friends, Ronald Weasley and Hermione
Granger. I’ll stop with this or I’m afraid I’ll spoil the story for you.
This is an amazing book and it is worth every penny, as long as you read it.

-Deepshika

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Thanos’ daughter

2. “Oh, I am taking that leg...” who said
this?

4. This person wears a cloak, a very reliable one!
6. This person has an eye-patch
9. This person is very scary and very
magical
10. Underoos!
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3. This person has one vibranium arm
5. This thing is basically Tony stark’s
heart
7. The most cute cat in MCU
8. He is tiny and big, like 30ft big
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How do volcanoes erupt?

would be a volcano that is not erupting
or predicted to erupt in the near future.

A

>Extinct Volcanoes: An extinct volcano is a volcano that no one expects
will ever have another eruption.
Reason Behind the Eruption of
Volcanoes:

volcano is a landform, a mountain, where molten rocks erupt through the
surface of the planet. The volcano mountain opens downwards to a pool of
molten rocks underneath the surface of the earth. Pressure builds up
in the earth’s crust and this is the reason why eruptions occur.
Gases and igneous rocks shoot up and
splash over or fill the air with lava fragments. The volcano eruption can cause
hot ash, lateral blasts and lava flow, mudslides, and more.

pressure, it travels upwards with tremendous force hitting solid rocks and other
material and creating a new passage to
the earth’s surface. Once the magma
reaches the air it is called lava.

Credit: byjus.com

The
volcano
eruption

Formation of Volcanoes:
A volcano mountain is formed by
the surface eruption of magma from within the earth’s upper mantle. The magma
erupts to the surface and forms a lava
flow that deposits ash. As the volcano continues to erupt, a new layer of lava is added to the
surface accumulating to form a mountain.

begins
with the
for-

Different Stages of Volcanoes:
They tend to be conical although
there are a variety of forms, depending upon
> The nature of the material
erupted
> The type of eruption
The amount of change since the eruption Volcanoes are categorised into three
main categories:
> Active Volcanoes: A volcano will be classified as an active volcano if at present it is expected to erupt or is erupting already.
>Dormant Volcanoes: The classification of volcanoes which is called dormant
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mation of
magma in the
lower section of the
earth’s crust. The earth’s crust is made up
of massive slabs called plates, which fit
together like a jigsaw puzzle. The friction
during the movement of plates causes
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. With
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The science behind ‘lucid
dreaming’

W

hat Are Dreams?

as Norepinephrine(controls behaviour
and speeds reaction time) Histamine(
Dreams are the visuals
cause for inflammation) Serotonin( the
shown to you by your subchemical which affects our mood and
conscious mind while sleeping. They show emotions) and such other chemicals so
you the visuals related to your present,
that our body becomes paralysed and
past or your future. Why do we get
you don’t wake up from your sleep.
dreams? According to science dreams
help you to recall all the things or inciStage 3 also reduces the rate of our
dents that happened throughout the day. heartbeat. And if your brain doesn’t
So basically students never stop learning. stop the supply of these chemicals while
In fact, they also study while sleeping,
dreaming there are chances that you
their subconscious part of their brain
might start walking, hands and legs moverecalls every moment and incident that
ment and other activities.
happened throughout the day. Another
fact is that if you sleep immediately after The 4th stage is quite interesting. It is also
any work, like studying, the next day you called rapid eye movement. In this stage,
will have memorised all that work. This
you start dreaming and your body will be
answer answers the question: what is the completely relaxed. It will take around
purpose of dreams? But in my opinion,
90 minutes to complete all the stages
science doesn’t have an answer to the
and after completion of all the stages
question of why do we get dreams?
is known as the sleep cycle and during
sleep, you complete around 9-10 sleep
When Do We Get Dreams?
cycles.
There are 4 stages while sleeping. The 1st
stage of your sleep lasts for around 5-10
minutes. In this stage you will be having
a “weak sleep” that is, you can wake up
very easily even by a very minute disturbance. This stage is called NON-RAPID
EYE MOVEMENT.

And the dreams which you experience consciously, these dreams are called LUCID
DREAMS. In lucid dreams the whole world will be yours, emotions will be yours,
actions will be yours and you will be the king of your dream world. While dreaming
it you will be known to the fact that you are dreaming and everything will be under
your control. In lucid dreams you can explore anything you want, anything you want
to do. Is it possible for a common man to experience lucid dreams? YES, it is possible. If you want to experience lucid dreams then you have to be conscious about reality and your dreams. People while dreaming often believe that the visuals they are
watching are real and this is why they can’t differentiate and they can’t identify reality and dreams. This is why they can’t experience lucid dreams. And once you know
that you are dreaming then you shouldn’t be over-excited because that can make
you wake. If you really want to experience lucid dreaming then before sleeping you
have to say any positive line about lucid dreams. For example, “ Today I will surely
experience lucid dreaming “. This kind of sentence will have a positive impact on
your subconscious brain and that subconscious brain will try to show lucid dreams.
Well, experiencing such a type of dream is not that easy, it is hard but not impossible. You won’t succeed on your first try, you need lots of practice to experience this.
ACCORDING TO SPIRITUALITY:
Spirituality says that when we sleep and reach the 4th stage our spirit descends from
our body and the thing which the spirit sees or experiences is our dream.

-Om Prakash

What Are Lucid Dreams?

We all have experienced dreaming and
if I ask you to say about one of your
dreams exactly what you have seen then
you might hesitate to say because you
don’t and can’t remember your dreams
but if you can remember them you can
The 2nd stage is also the same as the 1st only remember some glances of it but not
stage but it lasts for around 15-20 minfully. This is because you are unconscious
utes. When you enter into your 3rd stage, while dreaming. And once you get conyour brain stops releasing chemicals such scious you can remember your dreams.
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Principal’s NLP Corner: LanguageA Psycho Lingistic Game

W
guage?

hat is so psychological
about my language? What
is it that I communicate to
the world through my lan-

In the past, whenever I had to give an
opinion in a matter, which did not conform to my ideas, I would put it across,
saying, “I understand it, but….”, “I agree
to it, but…”, “She is good, but…”
I did not know then that I was discounting
half of what I was saying by using this
powerful 3 letter word, “but”. You are
wondering how?
Keenly reread the above sentences. What
is the value of “I understand it”, “I agree
to it”, “She is good” in the above sentences? This “but” has the power to negate anything that comes before it. What
stands after “but” is what I really think.
Let us explore, where all we use “but”.
“We were ready for the exams, but…”
“I had designed the whole magazine,
but…”
“I wanted to desperately go to Mumbai,
but…”
We use “but” very casually, without
knowing the impact of what we are communicating to ourselves and the world.
Everything, we speak after “but”, negate,
what we said earlier.
But…but how do I do away with this
word? How do I make myself believe that
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I MEAN every word that I speak?
We replace it with another potent 3 letter
word! That easy? Yes!

Teacher’s Corner: Poem- “You Will”

O

ne is never born great. It is the will power and the action that make one
great. So have the will power to brace all difficulties and obstacles in life
and stand strong always.

Is there a word that is so powerful that it
can everything positive?
Yes! And the word is AND
Let us use and in place of but in all the
above sentences and see what differences it makes.
I understand it, and…
I agree to it, and…
She is good, and…

YOU WILL
Figure it out my Lad,
You have all the talents
that the mightiest and
Greatest of men ever had,
Two arms, Two Legs,
Two Hands, Two Eyes,
And A Brain to use
If you would be wise.
Everybody begins with these
So start for the Top
And say “I Can”
They take their Food
From a common Plate
And Similar Knives
And Forks they Use,
With Similar Laces they
Tie their shoes.

VOILA! It is that simple!
Now every time you feel like saying
“but”, use “and” instead and look at the
way your language changes positive!
Talking about positive use of language,
are you aware that we use limiters in
language?

-Mrs. Sugandhi Viswanathan

The world considers them
Brave and Smart
But You’ve All they had
When they made their Start
You can TRIUMPH and come To skill
You can be GREAT if only YOU WILL.
-Mrs. Karuna Patnaik
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Short Story- Is Death
destined?

R

emo and three other friends moved
to a new city and need a rented
house at any cost for their study
purpose. After facing so many
difficulties, fortunately, they got a rented house. The owner of the house was
old aged and was partially blind.
When all the four entered the rented house, they saw that there were
many scribbling and cracks in the
wall. But no matter how the
surrounding is, they have
to adapt themselves to any
situation only for a year.
Remo was born on 12/6/2000.
You will know the reason for mentioning his birthdate later in the
story. Remo was fond of decoding.
He likes to decode any complicated puzzle or question,
and also he likes to solve
mysteries. This makes him
different from all others.
Among all the four Remo was
the most intelligent and clever as well.
One day all the four were chilling and
gossiping together as it was Sunday and
their leisure time. But again and again,
Remo was being distracted by the scribbling on the walls. The scratches and
scribbles on the wall were seeking the
attention of Remo. Out of his curiosity,
Remo got up to get pen and paper and
started to decode the scribbling.
Solving mysteries and decoding was his
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talent. After a long time, hours later he
found that names of some people were
written in an illegible manner with two
dates and a specific time written on the
side of the names. He hadn’t decoded
everything but only some. He was
curious to know who are these people and why two dates and time was
written beside them.
It was the month of December that is a winter
month, so everyone slept
early except Remo. He
was searching for the
names of the people in Google.

in the month of December. He also found some names who haven’t died yet. He continued his work for a week and then Christmas comes. All his friends were enjoying
their Christmas by hanging with their other friends outside and partying. But Remo
was still busy with his work.
It was 9 p.m. and Remo was Home alone and still busy with his work. He found
many names from the wall, and now he is moving to the kitchen to find other names.
After a moment, he finds something written like this on the wall in a scribbled manner - REMO- 12/6/2000 till 25/12/2020, 9:05 p.m.
after seeing this he was speechless and creeped out of fear. The time was 9:04 p.m
and only a minute left for his doom.
He was completely baffled and was highly panting. He was Home alone, he remained hopeless and helpless and dies thereafter a minute.
Still, no one knows the reason for the death of Remo and other people.
This story makes me think that is our death destined? or death depends upon our
actions or karma.

-Om Prakash

After lots of research, he found that
the people whose name was written
illegibly were dead already. He
found that the first date written
on the side of the name was
the birthdate of the people,
and the second date written
on the side of the name was
the
date of death. After reading all
these things he got sudden Goosebumps,
and he was soaked with sweat though it
was winter. The next day, he asked the
local police and found that everything
written on that website was true!
Also, he got to know that the cause of
death is a mystery. He came back home
and started to decode the remaining
things scribbled on the walls, and one
thing he found common, is they all died
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Art Corner
Aadira Sriram,
Grade 3

Subathaarani,
Grade

Piyanshi,
Grade 9

Subathaarani,
Grade

Yogita,
Grade 9

Yogita,
Grade 9
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Tribute Corner

S

isters are those who are always
ready to help ones without any
hesitation. Here, we aren’t talking
about our sisters at our home. We
are talking about the sisters who help us
at school. They have to take care of their
own house and even the campus to earn
money. They have to go through a lot. At
home, they have to make lunch, dinner,
breakfast and deal with all other things.
Even at the school campus, they help
teachers and students with all the small
and huge works. Never get tired of helping others, they even clean all the classes
and the grounds, so nothing could harm
children at the campus. They wash and
clean the restrooms from time to time for
the sake of students. People should understand how they deal with all the stuff and
help them by not throwing waste papers,
chocolate wrappers, chips packet etc. on
the floors it should be properly thrown
into the dustbins. This could help them
a lot because they have to clean two
or more times because of all the waste
things and dirt in the classes. They help
the lower class children by feeding them,
taking care of them and the classes when
no teachers are present over there. They
are the real ones, who don’t only care
about their own family and children. They
also care about the other children and
help them as much as they could without
any hesitation. They deserve much greetings and respect from the children and
the campus.
Thank You, Sisters!
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